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Driven by technology, powered by people



About our 
Company

At Lotus Capital, we embody trading with the power of 
technology. As a trading and tech Company, we take pride in 
uniting the expertise of our skilled traders, quantitative analysts, 
and developers, combining it harmoniously to pave the way for a 
new era of opportunity in the international financial markets. 

Push the frontier in hybrid trading

Powered by technological innovation 
across international financial markets

Bound by one purpose 
Successful Investment Decisions
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Our 
Mission

"Our mission is to leverage technology to demystify financial markets, 
simplifying investment decisions and fostering wealth creation ”

Our mission is straightforward yet impactful: Utilize our  proprietary 
technology to provide our traders with the tools and knowledge 
needed to provide informed investment decisions.
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Our culture is unique. We 
are passionate 

entrepreneurs at heart and 
drive innovation across 
international financial 

markets

We're on a dynamic ascent, 
with a growing team that 

fuels our ambitions towards 
success

Our teams of highly skilled 
professionals come from a 
broad range of disciplines, 
working together across 

multi functions and 
countries
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Innovation-Driven 
Proprietary Algorithmic Trading Company

We're an algorithmic trading company dedicated to automating every facet of our operations. 
With our skilled workforce and advanced IT technologies, we swiftly analyze vast market 

datasets, enhancing the performance of our trading algorithms.

Our team of quants and programmers have developed cutting-edge trading 
algorithms that ensure optimized trading decisions within strategies that 
have been tested and fine-tuned for a wide variety of asset classes and 
market conditions

Our team of traders oversees Lotus’ automated trading across all asset 
classes ensuring that our systems are operating as expected. Every desk 
closely monitors real world events and their impacts on markets
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Our Edge ?
We're committed to creating a global trading ecosystem and a win-win environment where traders from all corners of the globe have the opportunity to 

earn what they are truly worth

Incentivized Leadership

As part of our commitment to shared 
success, we offer a substantial  
compensation structure for traders 
and managers who join us in shaping 
the future of Lotus Capital.

Financial Security
 
We place a high priority on ensuring 
the financial security of our traders. 
Upon joining our team, they 
immediately gain access to 
competitive salaries, providing them 
with stability from day one.

Innovation and Technology
  
Our state-of-the-art trading platform 
leverages the latest advancements in 
artificial intelligence and data analytics 
to empower our traders 

Professional Environment
    
We provide a structured professional 
environment, fostering an ideal space 
for traders to thrive, ensuring both 
individual and collective success.

Algorithmic Prowess
    
We equip our traders with the most 
advanced trading algorithms that are 
designed to optimize their trading 
performances to stay at the forefront of 
the fast-paced international financial 
markets.
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Our 
Trading
Scope

We are a trading and tech firm specializing in the international financial markets.

Our dedication to comprehensive market analysis and disciplined trading practices sets us apart, 
driving us towards greater success.

We actively trade during both the UK and US sessions, with plans to expand into the Asian session. Our 
expansion aims to capitalize on more opportunities, allowing us to increase  potential returns.
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Unleashing Potential:  ORBIT 1.0

Introducing our automated trading Algorithms

Introducing Orbit 1.0, our first set of fully automated trading algorithms developed by our 
quantitative research teams. Orbit has been meticulously crafted to capitalize on profit 
opportunities while adhering to our robust risk management principles.

With continuous optimization by our team of experts, Orbit adapts  
to changing market conditions seamlessly.

Our commitment to risk management is unwavering, and our 
algorithms strictly adhere to our rules, regardless of any attempts to 
override them.
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Profitable Strategies
Orbit is backed by a team of 

quants who have designed 
and rigorously tested and 
regularly backtest a wide 

range of profitable trading 
strategies

Robust and Reliable
Orbit is engineered to 

withstand the 
challenges of 

ever-changing market 
conditions while 

minimizing the impact 
of unexpected events

Intelligent Risk Management
All trading practices, and risk 

management strategies are 
fully automated. This ensures 
our traders won't engage in 

risky behaviors

Real-Time Insights
We stay ahead of the game with 

real-time market analytics 
as our algorithms 

continuously monitor the 
markets, delivering timely 

signals and actionable trade 
opportunities

User-Friendly Interface
We made sure we offered our 

traders an intuitive and 
user-friendly interface, 
making it accessible to 
both seasoned traders 

and newcomers

Orbit 1.0 provides trading signals automatically while continuously scanning the 
markets for new opportunities and optimizing our portfolios for maximum returns
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Trading. Innovation. Reliability.

Manage and trade on the go

LCP is designed to trade the full range of assets classes, enabling our 
traders to quickly and securely access their trading accounts from one 

place

Improved Trading Functionalities 

We've enhanced our discretionary and automated multiple  trading 
functionalities  

Multitude of features

Highly customizable interface and advanced trading widgets specially 
designed to accommodate our traders needs and preferences

Pre-defined and locked risk management

LCP will incorporate pre-defined stop loss and locked risk 
management

Introducing LCP 
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New York

Lisbon

Dubai

Casablanca
Currently headquartered in Casablanca

Our goal is to expand our reach by opening offices globally, targeting talent-rich regions with significant 
potential, adopting LCP and Orbit 

Global Expansion 
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Mexico City
Singapore
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Thank You

http://lotuscapital-invest.com/
mailto:contact@lotuscapital-invest.com
https://ma.linkedin.com/company/lotus-capital-gestion

